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In recent years, the Chinese central government and coastal provincial

governments have promulgated a series of Coastal Ocean Pollution Prevention

and Control Programs (COPPCP). Whether the government’s COPPCP can

achieve policy synergy will affect the level of marine pollution governance.

This study constructs a two-dimensional assessment framework of policy

“subject department”–”content theme” and conducts a comprehensive

evolution of policy synergy from objective, process, and state perspectives.

From the subject department dimension, the study used social network

analysis to find that interdepartmental collaboration was not done well overall.

The policy synergy process is difficult to be guaranteed. Meanwhile, the structure

of departmental synergy networks in different provinces shows differences and

can be divided into three types of governments with single-core, multi-core, and

vertical synergy. In the content synergy dimension, it was found by the Chinese

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers-Whole Word Masking

(BERT-WWM) model that the policy content is mainly focused on four themes of

marine ecological protection (MEP), marine pollution control (MPC), land-based

pollution reduction (LPR), and safeguard measures (SAM). The three types of

governments show different performances on the four theme synergies. The

governments perform well in the objective synergy; however, it is difficult for

them to agree on the policy tool synergy, and the status of policy synergy is

difficult to maintain. This paper adopts the BERT-WWM model instead of the

manual coding method in the previous policy content analysis, enhancing the

evaluation’s objectivity. The study results will provide a reference for further

improving marine pollution governance systems in developing countries.

KEYWORDS

coastal ocean pollution, marine pollution governance, coastal ocean pollution
prevention and control program, policy synergy evaluation, content analysis
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1 Introduction

Coastal ocean pollution is an essential theme in marine pollution

management. The coastal ocean consists of several distinct but closely

linked ecosystems, including rivers, estuaries, tidal wetlands, and

continental shelves (Bauer et al., 2013). The coastal ocean is of great

interest because it is biologically very productive and most vulnerable

to human activities. About 80% of marine litter is widely believed to

come from land-based sources and flows mainly to coastal and

nearshore areas (Morales-Caselles et al., 2021). The problems of

eutrophication, accumulation of toxic substances, pollution from

ships (Xiao et al., 2022a), and plastic waste pollution in the coastal

ocean are becoming more and more serious. In recent years, the

effluent from the Fukushima nuclear power plant has also posed a

threat to the environment in coastal oceans around the world (Lu

et al., 2021; Men, 2021; Liu et al., 2022). The possibility of ecological

species reduction (Kumar and Prasannamedha, 2021) and geological

disaster occurrence is increasing (Zhou et al., 2022). Focusing on

environmental protection in the coastal ocean is essential to combat

marine pollution.

China is one of the largest developing countries in the world.

Since the reform and development, the high-speed economic growth

and urbanization of coastal areas have caused severe pollution and

damage to the coastal ocean environment (Xu and Zhang, 2022).

China’s central government gradually realized the seriousness of this

problem, and in March 2017, it specifically formulated the Coastal

Ocean Pollution Prevention and Control Program (COPPCP).

COPPCP specifies the objectives of pollution prevention and

control in China’s coastal ocean and lists essential matters as well.

However, the “Bulletin on the State of China’s Marine Ecological

Environment in 2021” points out that the ecological environment

quality of China’s coastal ocean still needs to be improved. 21,350

square kilometers of the worst class IV waters are still covered in

2021. One cannot help but doubt the validity of the policies issued by

the central government. However, the facts may be more complex.

The transboundary nature of marine pollution makes it necessary to

achieve policy synergy among coastal governments (Graham, 2022).

Policy synergy is significant in China, where government

departments face difficulties achieving integration (Li and Ye, 2021;
bbreviations: COPPCP, Coastal Ocean Pollution Prevention and Control

rogram; LLG-x, Lower Level Government; MEP, marine ecological protection;

AB, Marine Bureau; MPC, marine pollution control; MSA, Maritime Safety

gency; LPR, land-based pollution reduction; MSB, Market Supervision Bureau;

AM, safeguard measures; NRB, Natural Resources Bureau; ACB, Agriculture

ommittee or Bureau of Agriculture; STC, Science and Technology Committee;

OO, Coastal Office; TRC, Transportation Committee; DRC, Development and

eform Commission; WAB, Water Bureau; EMB, Emergency Management

ureau; BUB, Business Bureau; EPB, Environmental Protection Bureau; TOB,

ourism Bureau; FIB, Finance Bureau; HEC, Health Committee; FOB, Forestry

ureau; MPB, Marine Police Bureau; HUB, Housing and Urban-Rural

evelopment Bureau; GAB; Greening and Amenities Bureau; ITC,

dustrialization and Information Technology Committee; AHB, Animal

usbandry Bureau; BERT-WWM, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
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Liu and Wang, 2022). The degree of policy synergy is one factor that

influences the pollution control level (Li and Ye, 2021). Following the

central government’s program, all 11 coastal provincial

administrative regions in mainland China have issued local

pollution prevention and control programs for the coastal ocean.

This leads people to wonder whether there can be synergy between

these policies. Measuring the degree of policy synergy will support

analyzing the policy effectiveness of COPPCP.

Policy synergy is reflected in the consistency of policy objectives

and the non-redundancy of interdepartmental collaboration.

Therefore, this paper expects to build a two-dimensional policy

synergy evolution framework to measure the synergy between the

policy contents and subject departments of COPPCPs issued by

various Chinese governments. The study is expected to provide a

methodological reference for evaluating the effectiveness of coastal

ocean pollution prevention and control policies in other countries.

More importantly, it will help to improve the contribution of

COPPCP to marine pollution governance.
2 Literature review

2.1 Research on marine
pollution management

The marine environment is mainly threatened by marine litter

and chemical pollution from human activities. Most of the current

marine pollution research themes are focused on plastic litter. The

research questions primarily investigate the sources, chemical and

physical characteristics of pollutants, and their economic, social, and

environmental impacts. Treatment programs for marine

environmental pollution have also emerged in recent years. This

trend is reflected in the review of studies in developing countries such

as India (Sivadas et al., 2022) and Southeast Asia (Omeyer et al.,

2022). Regarding the governance of marine pollution, researchers

generally make their recommendations in terms of technology,

economics, society, and policy. Wu et al. (2023) pointed out that

developing countries should learn from the experience of developed

countries and actively promote cleaner production technologies to

reduce pollution at source. Fadeeva and van Berkel (2021) proposed

that promoting the transition to a circular economy is expected to

reduce the flow of plastic waste to the ocean. Hartley et al. (2018);

Sivadas et al. (2022), and Garcia et al. (2019) unanimously proposed

that promoting green environmental awareness through publicity

and education is the fundamental way to reduce pollution. Developed

countries have developed a body of experience in technology, circular

economy, and lifestyle habit development, yet developing countries

need help in achieving these governance objectives in a short period.

Boom Cárcamo and Peñabaena-Niebles (2022) points out that

developing countries are hardly hindered by the huge costs in the

early stages of the transition to a circular economy. These difficulties

are further compounded by the shortage of infrastructure (Sivadas

et al., 2022). The long cycle and high cost of technological innovation

make it difficult for developing countries to achieve in the short term.

As for the difficulties in awareness and education, they lie in the fact

that people cling to their cultural habits, which are difficult to change
frontiersin.org
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in the short term. Currently, environmental regulation is gaining

importance in marine pollution governance. After Sivadas et al.

(2022) overviewed the challenges of plastic pollution in India, it

was noted that an important step to meet the challenge is to review

the existing regulatory approaches. The transboundary nature of

marine pollution makes it a regional and global problem. Regional

collaboration is necessary to address the issue of marine litter and its

transboundary nature through planning and management. Similarly,

in the field of nuclear wastewater pollution control research, several

researchers have proposed the necessity and feasibility of

transboundary collaboration from the perspective of international

law (Chang et al., 2022; Chen and Xu, 2022; Wang and Li, 2022).

Holistic management policies with shared objectives are an important

first step towards a unified and cooperative approach to marine waste

at all levels(Graham, 2022).
2.2 Research on policy synergy

The transboundary nature of pollution has interested researchers

in the theme of policy synergy among different levels of government.

Policy synergy can be defined from three perspectives: objective,

process, and state. The objective of policy synergy is to make inter-

policy collaboration produce effects that are higher than the sum of

each policy performance and reduce interdepartmental conflicts (Bai

et al., 2018). From the perspective of process, Bai et al. (2018) argued

that policy synergy is the process by which two or more policies

coordinate to achieve a common objective. Dinges et al. (2018)

considered policy synergy as the collaboration among different

organizational departments. Both definitions specify the meaning of

policy synergy from the perspective of the process. In terms of the

status in which the policies are located, policy synergy refers to the

existence of consistency in content between two or more procedures

(Bolleyer, 2011).

Research on policy synergy has transitioned from simple

descriptive answers to the “what” question to the more complex

“evaluation of policy synergy” question. In recent years, policy

synergy was evaluated mainly by observing the effects produced by

policy synergy. Most researchers have collected real-world data to

demonstrate the effects of implementing policy synergy (Lu et al.,

2022; Ouyang et al., 2022). However, the confounding nature of other

factors and the reliability of the data call into question the scientific

validity of these empirical studies. Starting from the policy text itself,

examining whether the state of policy synergy exists has become a

study that has been gradually promoted in recent years. Liu and

Wang (2022) used a combination of content analysis and social

network approaches to analyzing the degree of synergy in coal de-

capacity policies at all levels of government in China. The degree of

close interdepartmental collaboration, the consistency of policy

themes across all levels of government, and the degree of thematic

change over time was considered. Ye and Wu (2022) also used a

content analysis approach to analyze the synergy between demand-

side and supply-side policy instruments at different stages of the

green value chain. Similar studies using content analysis methods to

explore policy synergy from the perspectives of objectives, processes,

and states are emerging (Hills et al., 2021). However, most of these
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studies use policy codes, policy concept word lists, or mapping

relationships between policies and semantics for automatic

identification and automatic processing of policy concepts in their

content analysis methods. An intuitive parsing framework from

policy text to policy semantics is constructed, on the basis of which

the analysis of policy text and its connotation is carried out (Grimmer

and Stewart, 2013; Bunea and Ibenskas, 2017). This type of method is

still a semi-computational and subjective analysis tool, although

computer software is introduced for conceptual extraction and

quantitative statistics of policy texts and has automatic statistical

and relationship identification methods for text data. This is because

the concept extraction method still uses traditional content analysis

methods and processes, but relies heavily on manual extraction by the

researcher in the data processing aspect.

From the above, it can be seen that the current research in the

field of marine pollution governance, and the study of evaluation of

policy synergy has more practical applications, especially for

developing countries. In terms of policy synergy research, the

assessment of policy synergy from the perspective of the

definition of policy synergy itself has gained the attention of

scholars. Evaluating policy synergy effects utilizing content

analysis has become a well-established method. However, the

issue of policy synergy in pollution prevention and control

policies for coastal ocean waters has not been discussed.

Moreover, the methods often used in policy synergy evaluation

studies are mostly biased toward subjectivity analysis. Therefore,

this study establishes a policy synergy evaluation framework of

policy subject department - policy content theme based on the

previous work. The COPPC’s policy synergy is evaluated using

social network analysis and Bidirectional Encoder Representation

from the Transformers (BERT) model. Among them, the BERT

model can accurately enumerate the semantic information of

words, making the words computable with each other (Mikolov

et al., 2013), thus greatly reducing the errors caused by manual

coding. Therefore, this study is expected to provide a reference for

the evaluation ideas of marine pollution governance policies in

developing countries, and it is also hoped further to improve the

scientific quality of policy synergy evaluation.
3 Methodology

3.1 Research framework

In this study, an x-y two-dimensional theoretical analysis

coordinate system was first established, as shown in Figure 1. The

degree of collaboration between the policy subject departments and

the consistency of policy content themes are used as evaluation

indicators of policy synergy. The x-coordinate represents the

subject departments of the policy, and the y-coordinate represents

the types of themes that the policy focuses on. In the second step, we

will observe the performance of each government in the department

synergy dimension by each government that implements the policy.

At the same time, the degree of synergy among governments in the

content dimension is calculated by observing the focus of each

government on different themes. Policy synergy can be divided into
frontiersin.org
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intra-organizational synergy and inter-organizational synergy

(Meijers and Stead, 2004). When we take the government as the

organization, the departmental synergy dimension is then an

evaluation of intra-organizational synergy and the content

synergy is an evaluation of inter-organizational synergy.

The subject departments are the policymakers and implementers.

The closeness of collaboration between policy subject departments

will be related to whether the policy synergistic process can be carried

out smoothly. In this study, the social network approach is used to

observe the closeness of interdepartmental collaboration. This paper

draws on the research idea of Liu and Wang (2022) to reflect the

degree of synergy among policy subject departments using the

network density indicator in social networks.

The degree of policy theme consistency captures whether all

governments are working toward the same objective. At the same

time, the redundancy status of policy content is also assessed. The

policy theme is a high-level summary of the core content, basic

thrust, and achievement of the policy text. It can reflect the

allocation of attention to the policy (Xiao et al., 2022b). Pollution

externalities allow governments to be consistent in their policy

themes. This study first generates policy themes using the BERT

model, and then draws on the synergy calculation method of (Liu

and Wang, 2022) to derive the degree of policy theme content

synergy among governments.
3.2 Quantitative criteria of department
synergy evaluation

This study uses the social network analysis method to analyze the

degree of policy department synergy. Social network analysis is a

commonly used research method for the construction and analysis of

interdepartmental collaboration networks (Liu and Wang, 2022; Ye
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
andWu, 2022). First, we extract the policy promulgator from the policy

text by constructing regular expressions, count the frequency of

pairwise collaboration among policymakers and implementers, and

construct the co-occurrence matrix of the subject department. Second,

we use Gephi to analyze the co-occurrence matrix and illustrate the

policy structure of the subject departments. Gephi is a software for

social network analysis. Due to its excellent visualization capabilities

(Deng, 2014), Gephi is widely used to analyze the relationships between

network nodes (Shen et al., 2021; Yao et al., 2023).

In the indicator of policy structure, network density represents

the ratio of the number of relationships to the total number of

possible relationships between nodes in the network. The greater

the network density, the more likely it is to be considered a cohesive

community (Wise, 2014), and the higher the department synergy.

So, we use the network density (ED) index to measure the degree of

department synergy, and the calculation formula is shown in

Equation (1).
ED = f =n� (n + 1) (1)

Where n represents network size and f represents network

link frequency.

At the same time, we use node degree centrality and eigenvector

centrality to measure the importance or influence of a single

department in the network. The former assumes that the

importance of a single department depends on the number of

departments that it works with (Zhang and Luo, 2017), and the

latter assumes that the importance of a single department depends

not only on the number of departments it cooperates with, but also

depends on the importance of departments it cooperates with

(Ruhnau, 2000). The node degree centrality di is as Equation (2),

and the node eigenvector centrality EC(i) or xi is as Equation (3).

di =  o
n

j=1
aij (2)
FIGURE 1

Research Framework.
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EC(i) = xi =   co
n

j=1
aijxj (3)

Where aij indicates node i is connected to node j , c is a constant.
3.3 Quantitative criteria of content
synergy evaluation

Third, we explore the content synergy between local government

and central government. Generally, a person’s cognitive tendency is

mainly reflected in the words they often use. The change in the

frequency of word use reflects the change in a person’s attention to

specific things (Liu and Wang, 2022). Similarly, the direction of focus

on policy content is always reflected in the vocabulary used by the

publisher. Furthermore, in computational linguistics, the semantics of

words are usually embedded into word vectors according to their co-

occurrence relationship (Hamilton et al., 2016) and the encoding

process is called word embedding. Therefore, in this paper, we use

the word embedding model combined with the clustering method to

calculate the words contained in different themes and then calculate the

synergy of the same theme between different provinces and the

central government.
3.3.1 Theme generation
The starting point of the content synergy evolution is to establish

the mapping relationship between policy themes and words with the

help of natural language processing methods. In the past, most

researchers used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic

clustering method (Blei et al., 2003; Hills et al., 2021) to analyze the

policy content, and obtained the corresponding words contained in

each topic by assuming that each policy text was represented by a

multinomial distribution of themes. The disadvantage of this method is

that it uses bag-of-words to represent policy text, ignores the order of

words and deep semantics, and has limited semantic representation

ability (Le and Mikolov, 2014). To optimize this drawback, this paper

uses the word embedding model to characterize the semantic

information of the text. The core idea of the word embedding model

is the distributional hypothesis proposed by (Rumelhart and

McClelland, 1987), which means the semantics of a word are

characterized by its context. As a result, the vector representation

corresponding to each word is obtained with the help of the word

embedding model. Semantically close words are also more intimate in

the vector space. In other words, words with similar semantics have

smaller vector distances. Furthermore, the vector distance between two

words can be calculated, following the computational principle of “the

distance between words within a cluster is as close as possible, and the

distance between clusters is as far as possible” to obtain semantically

similar word clusters, i.e., text themes. The above is the computational

idea of clustering (Sinaga and Yang, 2020). Therefore, the paper uses

the method of “word embedding + word clustering” to calculate theme

clusters on words. The whole process of numerical calculation is led by

the semantics of words, thus greatly reducing manual errors.

For the Natural Language Processing (NLP) task of Chinese word

embedding, the current commonly used language representation

learning models, such as Word2Vec (Church, 2017), Glove
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(Pennington et al., 2014), ELMO (Peters et al., 2018), cannot

sufficiently represent the word polysemy in the Chinese language.

With the emergence of pre-trained language models, the representation

of word embeddings has been improved to be more accurate. Among

them, the most representative is the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder

Representation from Transformers) model (Devlin et al., 2019), which

can learn general language representation from a massive corpus

without manual labeling, and capture the potential grammatical and

semantic information in the text. However, the BERT model is more

prominent in the word embeddings of English than in Chinese. The

semantic understanding in the Chinese field is different from that in

English. Therefore, we choose the BERT-WWM (Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers-Whole Word Masking)

pre-trained language model (Cui et al., 2021) that is more suitable for

Chinese to obtain Chinese word embeddings.

Next, through the method of “word embedding” combined with

“K-means clustering” to obtain the “theme-vocabulary”

correspondence. Each cluster contains different words and represents

a policy theme. Then, draw all the groups into a word cloud map

conducive to manual screening, summarize each theme into several

major themes, and discard themes with poor clustering effect. The

overall process is shown in Figure 2. In particular, the “sub-topic” in the

graph is obtained by the following “theme cluster” method, and the

higher-level topics are obtained by manual summarization.

3.3.1.1 Word embedding

To get word embeddings more suitable for the Chinese language

style, the Chinese BERT-WWMmodel performs [MASK] action on

the phrase during the training process. The model consists of the

Embedding layer and the Transformer layer. The training process

mainly includes the following steps:

Firstly, define the input sentence of the model as e=(e1,e2,…,en) ,

where ei represents the i_th word of the sentence, and n represents

the length of the sentence.

Second, calculate the Token Embeddings, Segment

Embeddings, and Position Embeddings of the sentence e in the

Embedding layer, and then sum the above three to get the input

sequence T=(t1,t,…,tn) .

Finally, input the sequence T=(t1,t,…,tn) into the Transformer

layer to extract features, and obtain the output sequence h=(h1,h2,

…,hn) with rich context semantics as the subsequent word

embeddings for theme clustering. The Chinses BERT-WWM

model framework is shown in Figure 3.

The research used the Chinese RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large pre-

trained language model to further improve the effect of word

embedding. Based on the Chinese BERT-WWM model, the

model has further increased the amount of training data, and

finally trained the model on a 5.4B vocabulary including Chinese

Wikipedia. At present, it is in SOTA in many Chinese NLP tasks

(Cui et al., 2021) and can obtain word vectors with richer

semantic information.

3.3.1.2 Theme cluster

Then, we use the K-means algorithm to perform cluster analysis

on the word vector results generated by the Chinese BERT-WWM

model. Suppose the input sample set of the K-means algorithm is
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K={K1,K2,…,Km} , the number of clusters is k , and the algorithm

stops after N iterations. The specific operation steps are as follows:

Step 1: k samples are randomly selected from the data set K as

the initial k centroid vectors {v1,v2,…,vk} ;

Step 2: For each iteration n=1,2,…,N , perform the

following operations:
Fron
(i) Initialize the entire cluster C to subcluster Ct={ct}(t=1,2,…,

k) .
tiers in Marine Science 06
(ii) For i=1,2,.,m , calculate the distance di,j=Ki−vj between the

sample Ki and each centroid vector vj(j=1,2,…,k)

respectively, and mark the smallest distance di, j as Ki

belong to category j, then update Vj=Vj∪{Ki} .

(iii) For j=1,2,…,k , recalculate the new centroid vj =
1
jvjj o

x∈Vj

K

for all samples in Vj .

(iv) If the positions of the k centroids have not changed, then

end the algorithm and go to Step 3.
FIGURE 2

The process of generating different themest.
FIGURE 3

The Chinese BERT-WWM model framework.
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Step 3: The output cluster is divided into V={V1,V2,…,Vk} .

Step 4: According to the silhouette coefficient metric, we choose

the number of clusters with the best clustering effect.

Thus, the subtheme corresponding to each word is obtained.

Then it needs to be manually organized into major categories

of themes.
3.3.2 Calculation of content synergy degree
We classify government policy texts by government to form a

database for the content synergy evaluation. The content synergy

degree is calculated based on the proportion of keywords in the total

word frequency(Liu and Wang, 2022), as follows in Equation (4),

Equation (5):

Swyp =
on

w=1nwyp

o∞
w=1nwyp

,  w ≠ 0,   y ∈ ½1, 2, 3,…,m� (4)

Zwyp =
Ym

y=1

Swyp
Swy

,  w ≠ 0,   y ∈ ½1, 2, 3,…,m� (5)

where w represents the keywords of the policy, y represents a

policy theme dimension (i.e., safeguard measures). m represents the

number of policy theme dimensions, p represents the government.

nwyp represents the total frequency of the policy keywords of

dimension y of the government p , Swyp represents the intensity

of policy of dimension y of government p , Swy represents the

intensity of the policy for dimension y in all governments. Swyp/Swy
characterizes the content synergy of that government p on

dimension y , reflecting how much that government’s focus on

that dimension is consistent with the nation as a whole. Zwyp
represents the total content synergy degree of government ps.
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4 Empirical research

4.1 Data collection

This paper focuses on the policy synergy of COPPCP in China.

The COPPCPs of the central government and 11 coastal provinces

were collected. China’s mainland coastline is over 18,000 km

(Figure 4). The coastal provinces have issued similar policies in

their respective provinces after the COPPCP of the central

government was promulgated. The governmental structure of

each Chinese province varies, and each has a different list of

tasks. The problem of scattered department structures is

representative of developing countries and at the same time

brings to light the need to evaluate the degree of policy synergy.

Most of these policies were enacted under the guidance of the

COPPCP issued by the Chinese central government in 2017. The

standardized structure of the texts makes it feasible to evaluate the

degree of policy synergy in these 12 texts.
4.2 Analysis of department synergy degree

After constructing the synergistic network of policy subject

departments in the 12 COPPCPs, three types of synergistic

networks with different structural characteristics were observed,

as shown in Figure 5. The node size in the figure represents the

value of the eigenvector centrality. A darker color means that the

node is connected to more other nodes and the node has a greater

degree. The three synergistic networks are represented by the

department synergy networks of Shandong, the central

government, and Shanghai. Shandong’s synergy network has only
FIGURE 4

Coastal provinces in mainland China.
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the Environmental Protection Bureau (EPB) as the core, and the

others are in a position to be led. The central government’s synergy

network is polycentric in nature, with the EPB, the Agricultural

Commission & Bureau (ACB), and the Marine Bureau (MAB)

occupying the network’s central position. On the other hand, the

synergistic network in Shanghai emphasizes the centrality of the

lower-level government (LLG), and vertical synergy between

the upper and lower levels features prominently.

According to the characteristics of the network structure, we can

call the governments similar to the synergistic networks in Shandong,

the central government, and Shanghai as single-core government,

multi-core government, and vertical synergistic government,

respectively. The synergistic networks of other provinces all belong

to these three types respectively, and due to the limited space of the

article, the synergistic networks of other provinces are presented in the

Supplementary Image.

The types of collaborative networks can also be distinguished

under network density, as shown in Table 1. The central government

shows the highest density of department synergy networks. On the one

hand, it reflects more cores in the network, and on the other hand, it

reflects the close collaboration relationship between departments. It can

be seen that the central government of China attaches importance to

the COPPCP synergistic process, emphasizing the joint action of

multiple departments. Hebei and Shandong fall into the same

category. The network is centered on the environmental protection

department, resulting in a single core government with low density.
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There needs to be stronger interdepartmental synergy among policy

subject departments. The single core government is mostly in the

northern provinces of China. Most of the northern provinces are

manufacturing concentrated provinces, and pollution is more serious.

Environmental protection has always been an important government

work that the northern provinces are concerned about. This is the real

reason why the EPB is getting attention. The network density of vertical

synergistic government lies between that of the central government and

that of Shandong province. The extent to which responsibilities are

assigned to the next level of government affects the density of the

synergistic network. For example, in Shanghai, most of the tasks of

marine pollution prevention and control are assigned to the next level

of government as well as the Environmental Protection Bureau, which

is only a dual-core structure with a low network density. However, in

Guangxi, each task is assigned to the next level of government as the

responsible unit, with provincial departments assisting. This has

resulted in a higher network density in Guangxi.
4.3 Analysis of content synergy degree

4.3.1 Theme analysis
We build a database of policy texts to be analyzed based on 12

policies. First, tokenize the policy text with Jieba Chinese word

segmentation tool to obtain a list of all the words it contains. Then,

input the sentence into the Chinese RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large pre-
A B C

FIGURE 5

Three types of synergy networks: (A) Single-core government, (B) Multi-core government, (C) Vertical synergistic government.
TABLE 1 Departmental synergy network density.

Government Network Density Government Network Density

Central Government 0.844 Zhejiang 0.567

Guangdong 0.742 Shanghai 0.500

Guangxi 0.705 Hainan 0.500

Liaoning 0.667 Hebei 0.489

Tianjin 0.667 Fujian 0.341

Jiangsu 0.667 Shandong 0.321
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trained language model to get the word vector corresponding to the

vocabulary list.

After obtaining the word vectors corresponding to each word,

input it into the K-Means algorithm to obtain the category

corresponding to each word. Subsequently, we conduct

experiments in the range of the number of clusters [20-100] and

select the cluster with the highest silhouette coefficient as the final

number of themes. According to the performance in Figure 6, the

clustering effect after the number of categories is 75 has little

improvement, so we select the category 75 corresponding to the

maximum silhouette coefficient as the final number of themes.

After filtering out clustering topics that do not cluster well or are

too semantically broad or have no clear semantics, the above 75

categories were manually filtered to finally get 24 categories of

keywords and summarized to get four major categories of themes.

The four categories of themes are Marine Ecological Protection (MEP),

Marine Pollution Control (MPC), Land-based Pollution Reduction

(LPR), and Safeguard Measures (SAM). The characteristic words in

each of the four categories of themes are shown in Figure 7. The four

categories correspond exactly to the standardized framework of priority

task safeguards in COPPCP. This illustrates the accuracy of the

automatic theme clustering method. The keywords of MEP, MPC,

and MPR are primarily words that characterize the problem objects

and policy objectives. Observing these keywords can give us a glimpse

of each government’s objectives, expectations, and requirements in

policy formulation. For example, MEP contains keywords such as oil

well, wetland, and other marine ecological focus, MPC contains

chemicals and other common pollutants in the ocean, and LPR

includes target words such as environmental quality. SAM is a

collection of keywords that can characterize policy tools and policy

measures, such as monitor, register, network platform, etc. The four

themes are identified so that the content of China COPPCP can be

abstractly and precisely expressed.

Since each major category contains different subthemes, the

frequency of the words contained in different subthemes varies.

When selecting theme words based on frequency or ranking alone,

it would result in the overall lower frequency subthemes being

ignored. Therefore, we took the top 10 keywords of each subtheme
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as the nationally focused policy content. The main keywords for

each theme are presented in the word cloud image, as shown in

Figure 8. The size of the words in the cloud image is determined by

word frequency. On the theme of MEP, there is a general national

focus on resources, wetlands, and other words that characterize

ecology. For MPC, there is a general national focus on ships, ports,

and chemicals. For the LCR theme, the nation is generally

concerned with land-based pollution from industries and

companies. For SAM, most of the government’s attention is

focused on the terms of monitoring, license, and other command-

and-control policy tools.

4.3.2 Theme synergy calculation
To fully demonstrate the content synergy, this study uses the

change in the proportion of high-frequency words to reflect changes

in policy concerns. Equation (1) and Equation (2) are used to

quantify the degree of content policy coordination, and the results

are listed in Figure 9. In this figure, the synergy among governments

on the four content themes and the overall content synergy make up

the five dimensions of content synergy evaluation. The value

represents the degree of synergy in that dimension, and a value of

1 means that the policy content can be consistent with the overall

national situation. On the whole, the policy contents of all

governments can be consistent in the three themes of marine

ecological protection, marine pollution control, and land-based

pollution reduction. However, on the theme of SAM, the

individual governments reflect different degrees of synergy. This,

on the one hand, indicates the different degrees of importance

attached to the safeguards of COPPCP among governments. On the

other hand, it may also indicate the different policy tools used

among governments. These two scenarios are the reasons for the

variability in the degree of synergy.

In connection with the three government categories divided by the

synergy network’s characteristics in section 4.2, we conduct a

comparative analysis of the content theme synergy situation. The

three categories of governments show different distributions of theme

synergy. The single-core government can keep in line with the overall

national situation in MEP, MPC, and LPR, and the synergy degree is
FIGURE 6

K-means clustering experiment process.
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close to 1. However, the attention to the theme of SAM is much greater

than the overall national situation, and the synergy degree is higher

than 1. The multi-core government is completely opposite to the

single-core government. Regarding the SAM theme, the multi-core

government was not able to align with the national picture as a whole.

On the MEP, MPC, and LPR themes, the multi-core governments are

able to align with the nation and even have an enhanced level of

concern. The vertical synergistic governments show differentiation

among themselves. Although these governments are able to align

with the overall national picture on the MEP, MPC, and LPR

themes, they show differences in the degree of synergy on the SAM
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theme. This differentiation draws our attention to the fact that

provinces with different geographic locations have different concerns

about policy themes. Liaoning is more similar to the governments

around Bohai Bay, such as Hebei and Shandong, in terms of policy

content, and focuses more on SAM. The SAM theme is mostly

reflected in the command-and-control policy tools, which are in line

with the reality of northern China that focuses more on the

enforcement role of policies. Shanghai delegates responsibility for

coastal ocean pollution prevention and control to lower levels of

government, and the excessive focus on SAM provides a guarantee

for this. Guangxi and Jiangsu pay less attention to SAM than the
FIGURE 7

Theme Clustering.
A B

DC

FIGURE 8

Cloud map of high-frequency words in the policy texts of governments: (A) High-frequency words in the MEP theme, (B) High-frequency words in
the MPC theme, (C) High-frequency words in the LPR theme, (D) High-frequency words in the SAM theme.
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country as a whole. This makes us aware that the two provincial

governments may need more follow-up on the implementation of

policy objectives, handing over both tasks and difficulties to lower levels

of government.
5 Discussion

The policy synergy of COPPCP is an important component of

marine pollution governance. In this paper, we use methods such as

social network analysis and the Chinese BERT-WWM model to

evaluate policy synergy in two dimensions: subject department and

content theme.

Through the construction of the department synergy network, we

evaluated the policy synergy from a process perspective. This study

finds that the overall degree of department synergy of COPPCP in

China is low. The results are similar to previous studies on the

synergistic measurement of haze pollution management policies (Li

and Ye, 2021), which indicates that the environmental governance

structure in China still needs to be improved. The current policy

synergy process of China’s COPPCP still needs to be improved. The

characteristics of the inter-governmental department synergy network

structure vary widely, and the consistency of actions is weak. According

to the synergy network structure, governments can be divided into

three types: single-core governments, multi-core governments, and

vertical synergy governments. The coexistence of multiple government

types reflects the current reform of China’s governmental governance

system toward polycentric governance (Yu and Cui, 2021). The policy

synergy process of polycentric governance will cross the administrative

limits of the domain and is consistent with integration from an

ecosystem perspective (Soma et al., 2015). At the same time, by

drawing on the studies of ship transportation optimization problems

that have fully taken into account regional synergy factors, it is foreseen
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that the process of future policy synergy will also need to take into

account the economic demands of enterprises in different regions, the

coast, and port conditions (Xu et al., 2021a; Xu et al., 2022a; Xu et al.,

2022b). Meanwhile, the popularity of COVID-19 also intensifies the

complexity of the policy synergy process (Xu et al., 2022c). In addition,

the structure of the synergy network can reflect the COPPCP focus of

each location. Northern governments are mostly synergy networks

with EPB as a single core, which is a result consistent with the current

reality of more serious pollution in Bohai Bay.

Through the clustering of content themes and the calculation of

content synergy, we evaluated the policy synergy from the objective and

status perspectives. Through objective quantitative calculations of the

BERTmodel, we derived four major themes. The four major themes fit

with the COPPCP standardized framework, which can prove the

reliability of the method. In the synergy calculation, Chinese coastal

provinces were able to maintain synergy in the MEP, MPC, and LPR

themes. These themes mostly contain keywords that reflect the policy

objectives. It can be seen that the objectives of the Chinese government

regarding COPPCP are able to achieve synergy. However, regarding

the SAM theme, it is difficult to reach an agreement among the various

governments. The keywords in SAM reflect more the type of policy

tools. Therefore, it is difficult for governments to agree in policy tool

synergy and the status of policy synergy is difficult to maintain. In

addition, single-core governments, multi-core governments, and

vertical synergy governments show different characteristics in terms

of policy content synergy. Single-core governments have higher

synergy in SAM compared to the other two types of governments.

This partly indicates that the concentration of power can better

leverage the power to solve problems rather than just setting

objectives (Luo et al., 2019). It can be seen that each government is

choosing different policy tools according to its own situation. Drawing

on research in other fields (Xu et al., 2021b), we believe that the

establishment of information platforms or specialized integrated
A B

DC

FIGURE 9

Content Synergy Distribution: (A) the degree of all governments, (B) the degree of single-core governments, (C) the degree of multi-core
governments, (D) the degree of vertical synergistic governments.
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governance departments for pollution prevention and control in the

coastal ocean will be necessary to maintain the state of policy synergy.

The contribution of this paper is to highlight the study of policy

synergy in the coastal ocean for pollution prevention and control,

which is not available in previous marine pollution governance

studies. This study evaluates policy synergy from the objective,

process, and status perspectives, which is more credible than

previous empirical studies under the outcome perspective. In

addition, the BERT-WWM model is used to replace the manually

coded content analysis method in previous policy synergy studies,

and the advantage of methodological objectivity is obvious.
6 Conclusion and insights

The issue of policy synergy evolution is highlighted as a necessity in

current research on marine pollution governance in developing

countries. This study uses a two-dimensional evolution framework of

policy subject department and policy content theme to analyze the

policy synergy degree for COPPCP in China. The objectives, status, and

process of policy synergy are observed. This study finds that the current

degree of synergy among Chinese coastal provinces and central

government departments is poor overall, and the policy synergy

process lacks vitality. Consistent policy objectives can be established

among governments in marine ecological protection, marine pollution

control, and land-based sources of pollution reduction. However, it is

difficult to achieve synergy in the policy tools reflected in the safeguard

measure theme. The content themes are not fully consistent across

governments making the state of policy synergy poor. Both inside and

outside the organization faces obstacles to policy synergy. This may be

an impediment for the current COPPCP to play a greater role.

The synergy network of subject departments and the degree of

content theme synergy obtained from the evaluation of this study

can help the Chinese government to further improve COPPCP.
Fron
(1) The degree of interdepartmental linkages within the single-

core government is weak and should be strengthened.

Environmental protection departments in Shandong and

Hebei have been effective in leading the fight against

pollution but should take into account both economic and

environmental benefits. If the transition to a circular economy

is promoted, the economic department should take more

responsibility for the prevention and control of pollution in

the coastal ocean in the future.

(2) The degree of policy tool synergy among governments is weak.

The traditional governance concept of relying only on the

control-command tool should be abandoned. With the

concept of service-oriented government being advocated

today, coastal provinces should try more fundamental

solutions to marine pollution. Policy tools such as

technology, awareness, and education should be promoted.

(3) The objectives are consistent, but there is a need for a sound

mechanism to ensure that these objectives are achieved.

Chinese provinces are able to achieve objective synergy in

marine ecological protection, marine pollution control, and

land-based sources of pollution reduction. And some
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provinces already have a department synergy network

with polycentric governance. This is a good starting

point. Next, a joint marine governance department can be

considered between different regions, which will help

further the integration of resources and guarantee the

smooth achievement of objectives.
This study still has limitations. This study provides an evolution

method of policy synergy. In the field of coastal ocean pollution

prevention and control, issues such as policy synergy mechanisms

and influencing factors of policy synergy still need to be explored by

subsequent researchers.
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